E. F. LOMBARDI CO.  -  N.C. & S.C.

2101 FREEDOM DR.
PO BOX 669186
CHARLOTTE, NC 28266
PH. (704) 334-1637
FAX (704) 372-6076
WATTS 800-849-2222

* ATG ELECTRONICS (LED)***
ENERGY EFFICIENT LED LAMPS & FIXTURES, FLAT PANELS

AUTAC-
RETRACTILE CORDS, SVEOW/STEOW

* E-BOX-
METAL ELECTRIC ENCLOSURES INCLUDING NEMA 12, NEMA 4X,
STAINLESS STEEL, CUSTOMS & C.T. CABINETS

* E-MON D-MON-
ELEC. KWH AND KWHD/DEMAND METERS AND
SUBMETERING PRODUCTS

* ENGINEERED PRODUCTS (EPCO)--
TUNGSTEN LIGHTS, STRING LIGHTS, FIXTURE WHIPS, PIGTAILS,
UTILITY LGT, LANDSCAPE LGT, RANGE & DRYER CORDS

* FULHAM - WORKHORSE--
LEGACY BALLASTS, EXIT/EmerGENCY, LED RETRO, LED
BATTERY BACK-UP, LED DRIVERS, PROGRAMMABLE
CONSTANT CURRENT, CONSTANT VOLTAGE

* G-STRUT. (AD)
METAL FRAMING, STRUT & STRUT FITTINGS

* GALVAN INDUSTRIES-- (AD / IMARK)--
CU & GALV. RODS, GROUND CLAMPS - N.C. COMPANY

GIBSON STAINLESS--
S/S CONDUIT, CONDUIT BODIES, FITTINGS, BEAM CLAMPS

HEATHCO--
SECURITY MOTION LGT, DOOR CHIMES, REMOTE LGT CONTROL

HONEYWELL--
VFD'S, RELAYS, ELECTRONIC T'STATS

* INTERMATIC** (AD / IMARK)--
TIME CONTROLS, PHOTO CONTROLS, SURGE PROTECTION,
WEATHERPROOF, IN-WALL TIMERS

KING MFG--
CONDUIT STRAPS, ROMEX STAPLES

* KOMEE USA (LED)***
LED INDOOR AND OUTDOOR LIGHTING SOLUTIONS

LIFT SAFETY GEAR--
GLOVES, PROTECTIVE EYEWEAR, HEAD & KNEE PROTECTION

* LIGHT EFFICIENT DESIGN / REMPHOS (LED)***
LED FOR HIGH Retrofit

* LITE THE NITE (LED)***
QUALITY LED LOW VOLTAGE LANDSCAPE LIGHTING

LOTUS LED LIGHTS --
2", 4", 6", 8", 10" COMMERICAL AND RESIDENTIAL DOWNLIGHTS
AND GIMBALS

* MINERALLAC / CULLY (AD / IMARK)--
FASTENERS, ANCHORS, TOOLS, BLACK CLAW SPRING STEEL

MORRIS / DIVERSITECH (LED)*
CONNECTORS, WEATHER-PROOF BOXES, LIGHTING, WIRING
DEVICES, PVC CEMENT, PRIMER & CLEANER, CAPACITORS,
HVAC RELATED PRODUCTS

* MKS / SUNLITE (LED)***
LED DECORATIVE SPEC LINE
INDOOR/OUTDOOR LIGHTING FIXTURES

NEC BLACKGUARD--
PVC COATED CONDUIT AND FITTINGS

* PICOMA. (AD / IMARK)
ELBOWS, NIPPLES & COUPLINGS (EMT, RIGID & ALUM)

RACK-A-TIERS--
SPECIALITY ELECTRICAL TOOLS

* RAZRLITES (LED)***
CANOPY, SHOE BOX, WALL PACKS, 78 HIGH BAYS

* SHAMROCK STEEL - CONDUIT--
EMT, IMC, RIGID & ALUM CONDUIT

* STEEL ELECTRIC PROD. / SEPCO--
STEEL & ELECL FITTINGS, CONDUIT BODIES, CABLE FITTINGS

* TCP (LED)***
LED LAMPS, DOWNLIGHTS, TUBES, TROFFERS, PANELS, FIXTURES

WAGO--
PUSH WIRE CONNECTORS - BALLAST DISCONNECTS

* INSIDE SALES - CONTACT ERIC OR DARREL
**INSIDE SALES - CONTACT DAVID OR BEVERLY
***INSIDE SALES - CONTACT TAMMY, KELLY, JON, DARRIN

WATTS 1-800-849-2222

*CHARLOTTE STOCK

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT:
WWW.EFLOMBARDI.COM
EMAIL US AT:
SALES@EFLOMBARDI.COM

TO ASSIST YOU IN CHARLOTTE

ERIC CADIANG
DAVID COX
TAMMY DAVIS

DARREL HAMILTON
BEVERLY BENFIELD
KELLY REESE
JON CLINE
DARRIN MIRANDA

CARTER DRINKARD - PRESIDENT
TAMMY DAVIS, KELLY REESE, JON CLINE, DARRIN MIRANDA - LIGHTING SPECIALIST

RICK EMERY - VICE-PRES/SALES MGR

TERRITORY MANAGERS

CURT BARTLEY
TAMMY DAVIS
CARTER DRINKARD
RICK EMERY
HAL KIEVLIN

DURHAM, RALEIGH, FAYETTEVILLE, EASTERN NC
ROCK HILL, MONROE, ROCKINGHAM
CHARLOTTE, HIGH POINT, GREENSBORO
WESTERN NC, GREENVILLE-SPTG, SC
COLUMBIA, AIKEN, CHARLESTON, MYRTLE BEACH

LOMBARDI TRANSPORTATION - The edge that sets our Company
apart from the others! Prompt delivery service on consignments
and in-stock material into North & South Carolina.
FOR "LED" ...

CALL "LOMBARDI"

* ATG ELECTRONICS (LED)**
  ENERGY EFFICIENT LED FIXTURES, FLAT PANELS, DLC CERTIFIED WALL PACKS, CANOPIES, HIGHBAYS AND TROFFERS [WWW.ATGELECTRONICS.COM]

* EMON D-MON**
  ELEC, KWH AND KWH/DEMAND METERS AND SUBMETERING PRODUCTS [WWW.EMON.COM]

* ENGINEERED PRODUCTS (EPCO)**
  TIGER LIGHTS, STRING LIGHTS, FIXTURE WHIPS, PIGTAILS, UTILIT LED CO., LANDSCAPE LIGHTING, KITING & UTILITY CORDS, VAPOR TIGHT FLUORESCENT & LED FIXTURES [WWW.ENGPROMDUCTS.COM]

* FULHAM - WORKHORSE**
  LEGACY BALLASTS, EXIT/EMERGENCY, LED RETRO, LED BATTERY BACK-UP, LED DRIVERS, PROGRAMMABLE CONSTANT CURRENT, CONSTANT VOLTAGE [WWW.FULHAM.COM]

HEATHCO**
SECURITY MOTION LTG, DOOR CHIMES, REMOTE LIGHT CONTROL [WWW.HEATH-ZENITH.COM]

HONEYWELL**
VFD'S, RELAYS, ELECTRONIC T'STATS [WWW.HONEYWELL.COM]

* INTERMATIC** (AC / DMC)
  TIME CLOCKS, PHOTO CONTROLS, SURGE PROTECTION, HID LIGHTING, WEATHERPROOF COVERS, OCCUPANCY SENSORS [WWW.INTERMATIC.COM]

* KOMEE USA***
  LED INDOOR AND OUTDOOR LIGHTING SOLUTIONS [WWW.KOMEEUSA.COM]

* LIGHT EFFICIENT DESIGN / REMPHOS (LED)***
  LED FOR HID RETROFIT [WWW.LED-LLC.COM]

* LITE THE NITE (LED)***
  QUALITY LED LOW VOLTAGE LANDSCAPE LIGHTING [WWW.LITETHENITE.COM]

LOTUS LED LIGHTS***
2", 4", 6", 8", 10" COMMERCIAL AND RESIDENTIAL DOWNLIGHTS AND GIMBALS [WWW.LOTUSLEDDLIGHTS.COM]

* MKS SUNLITE (LED)***
  LED DECORATIVE SPEC LINE - INDOOR/OUTDOOR LIGHTING FIXTURES [WWW.MKSLED.COM][WWW.SUNLITE.COM]

* MORRIS PRODUCTS (LED)***
  LED OUTDOOR-INDOOR FIXTURES [WWW.MORRISPRODUCTS.COM]

* RDA LIGHTING (LED)***
  LED INDOOR AND OUTDOOR LIGHTING, CUSTOM SOLUTIONS AND PAINTING [WWW.RDALIGHTING.COM]

* RAZRLITES (LED)***
  CANOPY, SHOE BOX, WALL PACKS, T8 HIGH BAYS, EXITS AND EMERGENCY, LED, HID, INDUCTION & FLUORESCENT AS WELL AS LED RETRO KITS & DLC CERTIFIED LED T8 TUBES [WWW.RAZRLITES.COM]

* TCP (LED)***
  LED LAMPS, DOWNLIGHTS, TUBES, TROFFERS, PANELS, FIXTURES [WWW.TCP.COM]

WAGO**
PUSH WIRE CONNECTORS - BALLAST DISCONNECTS [WWW.WAGO.US]

* INSIDE SALES - CONTACT ERIC OR DARRIN
**INSIDE SALES - CONTACT DAVID OR BEVERLY
***INSIDE SALES - CONTACT TAMMY, KELLY, JON, DARRIN

WATTS 1-800-849-2222

*CHARLOTTE STOCK

VISIT OUR WEBSITE AT: [WWW.EFLOMBARDI.COM]
EMAIL US AT: SALES@EFLOMBARDI.COM

TO ASSIST YOU IN CHARLOTTE

ERIC CADIANG DARREL HAMILTON
DAVID CCX BEVERLY BENFIELD
TAMMY DAVIS KELLY REESE JON CLINE DARRIN MIRANDA
CARTER DRINKARD - PRESIDENT RICK EMERY - VICE-PRES/SALES MGR

TAMMY DAVIS, KELLY REESE, JON CLINE, DARRIN MIRANDA - LIGHTING SPECIALIST

TELEPORT MANAGERS

CURT BARTLEY DURHAM, RALEIGH, FAYETTEVILLE, EASTERN NC
TAMMY DAVIS ROCK HILL, ROCKINGHAM, MONROE
CURT DRINKARD CHARLOTTE, HIGH POINT, GREENSBORO
RICK EMERY WESTERN NC, GREENVILLE-SPTG, SC
HAL KIEVLIN COLUMBIA, AIKEN, CHARLESTON, MYRTLE BEACH

LOMBARDI TRANSPORTATION - The edge that sets our Company apart from the others! Flatbed delivery service on conduit and in-stock material into North & South Carolina.